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Agriflex news

Since August 2012, Macrosnacks, S.L.U. - a Spanish company based in Alzira, at Avda. De la Lli-

bertat d’ensenyança 20, 46600 Valencia - has been using the flour cooling system to feed two 

lines of production for Snatt’s: palitos de trigo (wheat breadsticks) with herbs, tomato, chocolate 

and spices or natural fibres.

Antonio de Rueda Onoro and Francisco Javier Martinez de Argote kindly agreed to grant us the 

following interview, illustrating all the benefits and advantages of using the continuous “flour coo-

ling” system manufactured by Agriflex.

Grefusa premises - Spain

Functional diagram of Agriflex flour cooling system installed at 

Macrosnacks, S.L.U.
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in the project for the new baked products line. 

Furthermore, a request was made regarding 

the possibility of including the system in an exi-

sting line, without its functionality and capacity 

during assembly being compromised. 

- Since summer 2012 (when tests on the new 

line began), the system has functioned extre-

mely satisfactorily. The reductions in tempera-

ture established in the initial project were easily 

reached and effectively, it is no longer necessa-

ry to add ice to reduce dough temperature. In 

compliance with the contract signed, the con-

veying and cooling line feeds both the new sy-

stem and the existing one, without the need to 

make significant modifications to the latter. 

- Likewise, all installation, start-up and after-sa-

les activities were extremely professional, thus 

meaning that the project designed more than 

lived up to all our expectations. 

In conclusion, we believe the future of our 

company lies in technological innovation; the 

systems proposed by Agriflex to realize this 

project offer us this opportunity, as well as gua-

ranteeing the reliability we have been able to 

verify for ourselves.

Following a request by Agriflex, the engineering 

department of Macrosnack S.L.U., which is part 

of the Grefusa S.L. Group, is delighted to issue 

the following declaration: 

 

- During the project design phase – which con-

cluded in 2012 and concerned the realization 

of a new automatic baked bread snack produc-

tion line for our industrial premises in Alzira 

(Valencia, Spain) – the supplier Agriflex offered 

an innovative system that it had developed it-

self, which was capable of cooling the flour du-

ring its conveying to the feeding hoppers. 

 

- The aforementioned system consists in the 

placement of the respective storage units whe-

re cooling for both the conveying air and flour it-

self is produced. The cooling fluid used is edible 

glycol, which guarantees compliance with food 

industry requirements. 

- Agriflex is committed to obtaining a reduction 

in temperature such as to eliminate the use of 

ice, which is normally added to the dough, thus 

simplifying dough preparation processes. 

- Relevant tests were carried out and the fun-

ctioning of the system developed convinced the 

company to such an extent that it was included 

With regard to what has been specified above, this declaration was signed in Alzira, Valencia, 

Spain on 28 June 2013.
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2) Agriflex: 
What advantages have you obtained from 
the dough by using the Agriflex continuous 
floor cooling system?
Grefusa: Let’s say that the decrease in dou-

gh temperature has remained more or less 

the same; in winter, starting from flour at 

about 25°C we have managed to reduce the 

temperature by 10-11°C, which is sufficient 

for us to comply with the parameters of our 

production. What has changed is the sy-

stem we now use to cool the flour; in other 

words, we have gone from using ice to the 

Agriflex flour cooling system. In the sum-

mer period on the other hand, flour cooling 

becomes a fairly serious issue. For exam-

ple, we receive the flour at a temperature 

of 40°C and cooling it before introducing it 

into the kneading machine is extremely im-

portant. We are very happy with the choice 

we have made because we have added the 

storage of flour inside, in Agriflex fabric silos 

connected to the flour cooling system, which 

will allow us to cool the flour itself to 20°C 

in the summer. The real change has not so 

much been in the temperature we have
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1) Agriflex: 
How did you cool the dough before installing 
the Agriflex continuous flour cooling system? 
Grefusa: Before using the Agriflex flour coo-

ling system we used to cool the dough with 

huge quantities of ice, managed and pre-

weighed manually. This system meant we 

could reach the required dough tempera-

ture of about 20-23°C, but it was certainly 

not the ideal system; adding ice was a to-

tally manually operation so it almost always 

led to a fairly noticeable variability in the dif-

ferent types of dough. Furthermore, althou-

gh the operators were always extremely 

careful, there were puddles of water in the 

kneading areas and we all know the hygie-

ne problems this can cause. Furthermore, 

manual handling of ice was a fairly lengthy 

process and required a constantly emplo-

yed labour force. When we found oursel-

ves in the position of having to open a new 

production line, we chose to automate the 

process using the continuous floor cooling 

system by Agriflex, thus leaving behind all 

the problems and variables and imprecision 

of the old method. 
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5) Agriflex:
After introducing Agriflex flour cooling, did 
you also manage to lower the temperature 
of the water introduced into the kneading 

machine?

Grefusa: Yes, of course. The introduction of 

this system has permitted us to lower the wa-

ter temperature, which is cooled to about 7°C 

during kneading, thus allowing us to guarantee 

our standards without using ice. 

6) Agriflex:  
Agriflex system has led to changes in the 
processing phases that follow the kneading 
phases (resting, dividing, shaping, lamination 

and fermentation phases)?

Grefusa: The processing phase is new, be-

cause the second line onto which we applied 

the Agriflex automated flour cooling system 

is new. With regard to the first line there 

haven’t been any big changes, but we are 

very happy that things are going as well as 

before, without us having had to redesign 

the entire production process. 

managed to achieve, but the precision of an 

automated system compared to manual co-

oling.

3) Agriflex:
With regard to the product and the dou-
gh, what improvements have you obtained 
during the kneading phase by ensuring the 
flour is cool when it reaches the kneading 

machine? 

Grefusa:  The dough is cooled in a stable man-

ner. By checking the operator panel, we know 

at all times the temperature in the machine, 

without considering the fact it is easier for our 

staff to check the cooling process and the dou-

gh and this is precisely what we needed. 

4) Agriflex:  
What type of product is the flour cooled 

using the Agriflex cooling system used for? 

Grefusa:  Mainly for various different types 

of breadstick, both round and flattened 

ones. 
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unchanged, but we have achieved much more 

uniformity and precision in cooling and in con-

trolling the initial and final dough temperature. 

9) Agriflex:    

Let’s go back to the plant system; the Agri-

flex system was partly incorporated into an 

existing plant, reducing the total cost at the 

time of purchase. What elements of the 

plant did you manage to save and/or reuse?

Grefusa:  Yes, you could say that in this sen-

se we saved money because we already 

had some silos that were then included in 

the cooling circuit. Furthermore, we were 

able to use the refrigerating unit for glycol 

production we already had in the plant. We 

produce glycol at a temperature of between 

0 and -1°C, which means we can cool the 

flour using the Agriflex system. 

10) Agriflex:  

What advantages has the Agriflex flour coo-

ling system given you?

Grefusa: As I said, automated flour cooling 

meant we were able to eliminate the manual 

dosing of ice: I’d say that this is the main rea-

son why, in designing the second production 

line we decided to invest in a new system. 

Agriflex automation permitted us to manage 

the entire conveying, dosing and pre-knea-

ding flour cooling process without “heada-

ches”. The Agriflex system works very well 

and we are keen to see its performance for 

the entire summer period (even if the tempe-

ratures here mean we have to use it during 

the winter too). 

7) Agriflex:

Have you noted any differences in the final 

yield?

Grefusa: No, because they are new products. 

8) Agriflex:  

What improvements have you had in the 

production process (for example: lower kne-

ading times and uniformity and precision of 

the dough)?

Grefusa: The kneading times have remained 



Agriflex s.r.l. would like to thank Macrosnacks S.L.U. for their kindness in conducting this inter-

view, in particular for the detailed and specific information provided on the production process 

and the improvements obtained by introducing the flour cooling system supplied by Agriflex s.r.l.
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12) Agriflex:      

So, can we say Grefusa are happy with the 

investment made?

Grefusa: Yes, we are very happy. We have 

improved labour productivity and obtained 

greater product uniformity and stability. In 

conclusion, I can safely say that we have 

achieved our objective. 

11) Agriflex:      

Did the investment made allow you to save 

money and improve production?

Grefusa: Of course!!! We have already been 

able to verify that using flour cooling is chea-

per in terms of electricity consumption com-

pared to using ice. Without doubt, we have 

saved even more by having implemented the 

Agriflex system on one of the two existing 

lines and above all, because we have been 

able to reuse the glycol production unit we 

already had. 

I am a production manager, but if I could 

just “put on the sales manager’s jacket” I’d 

point out to customers interested in this co-

oling system that Grefusa used to employ 

three operators full time to cool the dough 

on the first line - two to measure out the ice 

and check production and a third to gene-

rally check the dough and this initial part of 

production, as well as any maintenance and 

cleaning required. 

Today, Grefusa has two production lines 

working full time, so double the production 

with kneading and cooling and there are 

still only three employees controlling the sy-

stem. With the same three people, that now 

only have the role of checking automation 

and any cleaning, we have increased pro-

duction capacity by over 100% with much 

more precise and uniform results than be-

fore and without changing the personnel 

“chapter”.
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